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I. INTR~DUOTION 
In this paper several spaces of operators between locally K-convex 
spaces are studied. We are especially interested in the relations between 
them as well as in the characterization of the locally K-convex spaces 
for which some of those spaces of operators coincide. 
In the final section we show how certain spaces of operators can be 
represented as sequence spaces. 
For the theory of locally K-convex spaces we refer to [7] and [12]. 
II. DEBINITI~NS 
Let X and Y be complete locally K-convex Hausdorff spaces over a 
c-compact, non-archimedian (n.a.) valued field K *). 
Then we define the following spaces of operators from X to Y: 
C(X, Y) = The compact operators. 
I.e. the operators f: X -+ Y such that there exists a K-convex zero- 
neighbourhood U in X whose image f(U) is bounded and relatively 
c-compact in Y. 
CF(X, Y) = The compactifying operators. 
I.e. the operators f : X + Y such that for every K-convex and bounded 
subset B of X the image f(B) is relatively c-compact in Y. 
CC(X, Y) = The completely continuous operators. 
I.e. the closure of the space of the operators with finite rank in the 
space L&X, Y) (the space of all the operators from X to Y with the 
topology of uniform convergence on the K-convex, bounded subsets of X). 
N(X, Y) = The nuclear operators. 
I.e. the operators f: X -+ Y such that there exist n.a. Banach spaces 
Xi and Yr, operators g : X --f Xi, h: Yi -+ Y and a nuclear operator 
f: XI + YI with f=h o,fog. 
*) The letters X and Y, unless stated otherwise, will always have this particular 
meaning. 
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In the case X and Y are n.a. Banach spaces it was proved by SERRE [9] 
and GRUSON [5] that 
C(X, Y) =CF(X, Y)=CC(X, Y)=N(X, Y)=X’ gl Y. 
This property is not valid anymore for arbitrary locally K-convex 
spaces. 
III. THE C-APPROXIMATION PROPERTY 
Just as in the archimedian theory of compact operators we have to 
assume that some of the spaces involved have an “approximation proper- 
ty” in the sense of Grothendieck. 
We state this property here in a form adapted to our theory. 
The space X is said to have the c-approximation property if the identity 
operator on X can be approximated by operators with finite rank, uni- 
formly on every K-convex, bounded and c-compact subset of X. 
At this moment we don’t answer the question whether or not every 
X has the c-approximation property. (The answer seems to be positive.) 
We state however the following results: 
PROPOSITION 1. Every n.a. perfect sequence space with the natural 
topology (see [4] 3 4) has the c-approximation property. 
PROOF. Every element 01= (LQ) of such a sequence space (1 can be 
written as 
01= xim_l mei, 
where et is the sequence with 1 on the i-th place and zero’s elsewhere. 
cc41 prop. 19) 
We now consider operators gk on A with finite rank, defined by 
gk(a)= x-1 mei, E=l, 2, . . . . 
For every element ,B of the dual space lli* and the corresponding n.a. 
semi-norm p8 on rl, we have: 
Hence the sequence (gk) is equicontinuous. 
On the other hand we have: 
VCX f LI : lim,, gk(c+) =01. 
Therefore lim,, g&) =01 uniformly on every K-convex, bounded and 
c-compact subset of LL ([4] prop. 13) 
EXAMPLE. The space CO of the sequences in K converging to zero, 
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with the n.a. norm 
has the c-approximation property. 
COROLLARY. Every n.a. Banach space of countable type has the 
c-approximation property. 
Such a space is indeed isomorphic to the space CO ([8] Th. 2.1). 
Iv. GENERAL PROPERTIES 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 8, T also be complete locally K-convex spaces 
and suppose g E L(S, X), h E L( Y, T), then 
If f E C(X, Y) then f o g E b(#‘, Y) and h of E C(X, T), 
If f E CF(X, Y) then f o g E CF(X, Y) and h o f E CF(X, T), 
If f E CC(X, Y) then f o g E CC(X, Y) and h o f E CC(X, T), 
If f E N(X, Y) then f og E N(X, Y) and F, of EN(X, T). 
PROOF. Immediate consequence of the definitions and the general 
properties of bounded and c-compact sets. ([lo] and [12]) 
PROPOSITION 3. Every element of CF(X, Y) transforms weakly con- 
vergent sequences into convergent sequences. 
PROOF. Let f E CF(X, Y) and suppose that limlz+co xn =z, weakly in X. 
Since f is also continuous for the weak topologies on X and Y we have 
that 
lim,, f@d=fW 
weakly in Y. 
On the other hand, the K-convex hull A =V {x, xi, ~2~ . . ., xn, . ..} of 
the set {x, xi, x2, . . . . xn, . ..} is bounded in X. 
Hence f(A) is bounded and relatively c-compact in Y, which implies 
that on f(A) the weak topology of Y coincides with the original topology 
of Y. ([5] $ 5 prop. 4) 
Hence 
lim,,, f(xn)=f(x) in Y. 
PROPOSITION 4. 
cqx, Y) c c.qx, Y). 
PROOF. If the operator f : X -+ Y has finite rank then Im f is relatively 
c-compact since K is c-compact ([lo] prop. 1.17) and thus is f E 0F(X, Y). 
We consider now a net {f”) of operators with finite rank converging 
in Lb(X, Y) to the operator f. 
We then have to prove that f E OF(X, Y). 
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Let D be a K-convex, bounded subset of X and let V be a zero- 
neighbourhood in Y. *) 
Then 
ZVO such that (f-f”)(D) C V for all B>YO. 
The set f”“(D) is K-convex, bounded and relatively c-compact in Y 
and thus there exist elements yl, . .., gn in Y such that 
f”“(D) C V++{yl, . . . . Ynl (Ia § 5 prop. 3). 
Hence 
f(D) = (f - f”W) + f”“(D) 
c v+ V++{y1, -*&a)= v+qy1, -4hz>, 
which means that the set f(D) is relatively c-compact in Y. (Y is complete). 
PROPOSITION 5. 
cqx, Y)=CP(X, Y), 
whenever Y has the c-approximation property. 
PROOF. Suppose f E CF(X, Y), let B C X be a K-convex, bounded set 
and let V be a zero-neighbourhood in Y. 
Then f(B) is K- convex, bounded and relatively c-compact in Y. Hence 
there is an operator h: Y -+ Y with finite rank such that 
We put g=hof. 
(Idy -h)(f(B)) C V. 
Then the operator g : X --+ Y has finite rank and 
(f-g)(B)=(Idy of-h of)(B)=(Idy-h)(f(B))C V, 
which means that f E CC(X, Y). 
The proof is then complete by proposition 4. 
PROPOSITION 6. If the space L&X, Y) is complete, then 
cqx, Y)=X;, 6 Y. 
(For the definition of the tensor product topology we refer to [ll]) 
PROOF. We only have to prove that the topology induced by L&X, Y) 
on XL @I Y (which is nothing else than the space of operators with finite 
rank from X to Y) is exactly the tensor product topology. 
Let B C X be bounded and K-convex and let V be a zero-neighbourhood 
in Y. We denote by WB,V the corresponding zero-neighbourhood in 
qx, Y). 
*) By a zero-neighbourhood we always mean a K-convex, open and closed 
zero-neighbourhood. 
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For u E Xi @ Y: u= zf=, ai @ yi and the corresponding operator 
we now obtain: 
WB,V= {f&h(B) c v> 
= {ful suP%oB suP,,Y* I%&)> a>1 G 11 
= {fd s”%%),,B supapr* I c;=, <x9 4 (Yi, o>l G 13 
= {f&B,V(U) < 1) ([Ill). 
PROPOSITION 7. 
C(X, Y) c CF(X, Y). 
PROOF. Suppose f E C(X, Y) and let B C X be bounded and K-convex. 
There is in X a zero-neighbourhood U such that f(U) is bounded and 
relatively c-compact in Y. 
There is also an element Q E K such that B C QU. Hence f(B) is relatively 
c-compact in Y. 
PROPOSITION 8. 
N(X, Y) c C(X, Y). 
PROOF. Suppose f E N(X, Y), then from the definition we have the 
diagram 
where J is nuclear and thus compact. ([5] $5 prop. 2). Hence f is compact. 
Counterexamples 
We have the following relations between the spaces of operators that 
are considered here : 
N(X, Y) C C(X, Y) C CF(X, Y) C L(X, Y), 
U 
CC@, Y) 
while the equality CC(X, Y)=CP(X, Y) depends on the c-approximation 
property. 
The following examples prove that in the general case we cannot ask 
for more. 
EXAMPLE 1. C#N. 
Consider the product KI where I is any infinite set and take for f the 
identy operator on KI. Then f is compact. 
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Assume f =g o h where h: XI --f Yr and g: Yr --f KI are operators and 
Yi is a n.a. Banach space. 
It is now easy to see that under these assumptions the space KI would 
have a bounded zero-neighbourhood, which is impossible. (Kolmogoroff: 
[12] Th. 3.1). 
Hence f cannot be nuclear. 
EXAMPLE 2. C#CF. 
Let X be reflexive and infinite dimensional and take for j the identity 
on X. 
Then f E CF(X, X) ([3] prop. 3). 
However f $ C(X, X) since X is not normable ([S] Th. 3.1). 
EXAMPLE 3. GF#L. 
Let X be an infinite dimensional n.a. Banach space and take for f the 
identity on X. 
Then f E L(X, X) but f 4 CF(X, X) since X is not locally c-compact 
([lo] prop. 3.2). 
V. SPECIAL CASES 
PROPOSITION 9. 
a. Idx E CF(X, X) if and only if X is semi-reflexive, 
b. Idx E CC(X, X) if and only if X is semi-reflexive and has the 
c-approximation property, 
G. Idx E C(X, X) if and only if X is finite dimensional. 
PROOF. 
a. Idx E CF(X, X) if and only if every closed, K-convex and bounded 
subset of X is c-compact and this is the case if and only if X is semi- 
reflexive ([3] prop. 3). 
b. If Idx E CC(X, X) then X is already semi-reflexive by a. and 
proposition 4. 
Hence L&X, X) =Lc(X, X), where the c stands for the topology of 
uniform convergence on the K-convex bounded and c-compact subsets 
of x. 
This implies that the identity on X can be approximated in L,(X, X) 
by operators with finite rank. 
The other half of the proof follows from a. and proposition 5. 
c. If Idx E C(X, X) then X has a bounded and c-compact zero- 
neighbourhood. Hence X is normable and locally c-compact, which implies 
that X is finite dimensional. 
The other part of t,he proof is trivial. 
REMARK 1. More generally we can write for c.: X (resp. Y) is finite 
dimensional if and only if C(X, Y)= L(X, Y) for all Y (resp. all X). 
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The generalizations of a. and b. are more interesting. They are discussed 
later. 
REMARK 2. Comparing the results of prop. 3 and prop. 9.a. with a 
result of MONNA ([B] p. 472) we can conclude that the property stated 
in prop. 3 is not sufficient for an operator to be compactifying. 
PROPOSITION 10. If X is a n.a. Banach space then 
a. CF(X, Y) =C(X, Y) and 
b. C(Y, X)=N(Y, X) 
for all Y. 
PROOF. 
a. Immediate consequence of the definitions. 
b. We only have to prove that C( Y, X) C N( Y, X) (prop. 8). Suppose 
f E C( Y, X) and let B be the unit ball in X. 
In Y there exists a zero-neighbourhood U such that f(U) is bounded 
and relatively c-compact in X. 
We can assume without loss of generality that f(U) C B. 
We consider now the normed linear space YU associated with Y and 
the zero-neighbourhood U *) and its completion Yu. It is then easy to 
see that we have the following factorization: 
where g and h are operakors. 
The set g(U) is a zero-neighbourhood in the completion Yu and 
h(dU)) C h(g( = f(U). 
Therefore the set h(g(U)) is relatively c-compact in X, which implies 
that h is a compact and thus also a nuclear operator. ([5] $ 5 prop. 2). 
Hence f is nuclear. 
DEFINITION. The space X is said to be quasi-normable if for every 
K-convex, equicontinuous subset A of X’ there exists in X’ a K-convex, 
equicontinuous set D 3 A such that on A the topologies induced by the 
strong dual Xi and by the n.a. normed linear space XI, *) coincide. 
Every n.a. Banach space is quasi-normable. 
*) Same definition as in the archimedian theory. 
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PROPOSITION 11. 
a. If X is quasi-normable, then 
C(X, Y) =CF(X, Y) 
for all n.a. Banach spaces Y. 
b. If X is quasi-normable and bornological, then 
N(Y, x;,=cc(y, x;, 
for all n.a. Banach spaces Y. *) 
PROOF. We only have to prove that CP(X, Y) C C(X, Y) (prop. 7). 
Let B be the unit ball in Y. 
If f E G(X, Y) and 01 is any element in K with 1011> 1, then there is in 
X a zero-neighbourhood U such that /(KU) C B. We can assume that U 
is of the form U = AO, where A is an equicontinuous, K-convex subset 
of X’. 
Since X is quasi-normable there exists a K-convex equicontinuous set 
D C X’ with the property: 81 E K, gW (zero-neighbourhood in Xi) 
such that 
An WCilD. 
Taking the polars we have successively: 
l/dDO C (A n W)O C (A00 n WOO)O= (A0 u WO)OO 
= (%(A0 u W”))“O C ol.V(A” u W”) ([12] Th. 4.15) 
=a(AO+ wo)=olu+olwo, 
where V = DO is a zero-neighbourhood in X and M=ol WO is K-convex 
and bounded in Y. 
Since f E CF(X, Y) the set f(N) is relatively c-compact in Y, which 
means that there exist elements yl, . .., yn in Y with 
and thus 
f(M) CB+v{yl, -..> yn} 
f(V) C LB+lV{yl, . . . . ylz}. 
Hence f(V) is bounded and relatively c-compact in Y, which means that 
f is a compact operator. 
b. We only have to prove that 
C( Y, Xi) C N( Y, XL) (prop. 8). 
Let B be the unit ball in Y and take f E C( Y, Xh). 
If f(B) stands for the closure of f(B) in Xi, then f(B) is bounded and 
c-compact in Xi. 
*) Xi is complete since X is bornological. 
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Hence f(B) is equicontinuous in X’. 
Since X is quasi-normable there is a K-convex equicontinuous subset 
D 3 f(B) in X’ such that f(B) is still c-compact in Xk. 
Hence f(B) is relatively c-compact in X& 
Now it is easy to see that we have a factorization 
where F, and g are operators (h is the canonical injection). 
The mapping h can be extended continuously to the completion &,. 
Let ,& be that extended mapping. 
Then we still have that f =h o g, where g(B) =f(B) is relatively c-compact 
in 2;. 
The mapping g is thus a compact mapping between the n.a. Banach 
spaces Y and &,. Hence g is nuclear ([5] 4 5 prop. 2) and so is f. 
LEMMA. Suppose X is metrizable. Then for every K-convex bounded 
subset A of X there exists a K-convex bounded subset B 3 A such that 
on A the topologies induced by X and by Xg coincide. 
PROOF. The proof is the same as in the archimedian case. We only 
give a sketch of it. 
Let V, be a fundamental sequence of zero-neighbourhoods in X. Then 
there exists a sequence (&) in K such that A C iJi &Vi. 
Consider then in K a sequence (pi) such that limi &/pi= 0 and take 
B= nipivt. 
Then for every il E K there is an index i, such that 
A C l,uuivi for i>i,. 
If now n is chosen in such a way that V, C n+l,...,t, &,uu~Vt, then 
A /7 8, C AB which proves the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 12. If X is metrizable, then 
a. N(Y, X)=C(Y, X) and 
b. C(X;, Y)=CF(X;, Y) 
for all n.a. Banach spaces Y. 
PROOF. Applying the lemma, this proof is analogous to that of propo- 
sition 11 and therefore is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 13. The following statements are equivalent : 
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a. X is semi-reflexive 
b. C$‘(X, Y)=L(X, Y) for all Y 
c. CP( Y, X)=L(Y, X) for all Y 
d. CP(X, Y)=L(X, Y) for all n.a. Banach spaces Y 
e. CF( Y; X)=L( Y, X) for all n.a. Banach spaces Y 
f. C( Y, X)=,5( Y, X) for all n.a. Banach spaces Y. 
PROOF. 
a =+ b: Suppose f E L(X, Y) and let B C X be bounded and K-convex. 
Then B is relatively c-compact. ([3] prop. 3) and therefore the image f(B) 
is relatively c-compact in Y ([lo] prop. 1.14). 
b =+ a: Take Y = X and apply proposition 9.a. 
a =G- c : Suppose f E L( Y, X) and let B C Y be bounded and K-convex. 
Then f(B) is bounded and K-convex in X and thus relatively c-compact 
in X by a ([3] prop. 3). 
Hence f E CF( Y, X). 
c * a: Take X = Y and apply proposition 9.a. 
b +- d : Trivial. 
c =+e: Trivial. 
d =+- a: It is easy to see that every complete locally K-convex space 
X is a closed linear subspace of the product 
where @ stands for a fundamental system of zero-neighbourhoods in X. 
By d. every projection TV: X --f XV is an element of CJ’(X, XV). 
Let now D be a K-convex and bounded subset of X. 
Then qv(D) (where the closure is taken in XV) is c-compact in XV. 
The product ITu,@ TV(D) is still c-compact ([lo] prop. 1.17). 
Hence the set D, as a K-convex subset of this product is still relatively 
c-compact. 
This implies that X is semi-reflexive. 
e + a: Let B C X be closed, K-convex and bounded in X and con- 
sider the space XB (X, is complete). 
Let f be the canonical injection f : Xe --f X. 
Then f E CP(XB, X) by e. 
Hence the set B=f(B) is c-compact in X. This means that X is semi- 
reflexive. 
e * f: Proposition 10.a. 
PROPOSITION 14. The following statements are equivalent : 
a. X is semi-reflexive and quasi-normable 
b. L(X, Y) =C(X, Y) for all n.a. Banach spaces Y 
c. L(X, Y)=N(X, Y) for all n.a. Banach spaces Y 
d. For every zero-neighbourhood U in X there exists a zero-neighbour- 
hood V C U in X such that the canonical mapping Xv +- Xu is compact. 
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PROOF. 
a+b: Propositions 1l.a. and 13.d. 
b +c: Proposition I0.b. 
b =+ d: The proof is the same as in the archimedian theory and is 
therefore omitted. 
d +a: Suppose f E L(X, Y) where Y is any n.a. Banach space with 
unit ball B. 
In X there exists a zero-neighbourhood U such that f(U) C B. We 
then consider the zero-neighbourhood V C U such that the canonical 
mapping 9: 2~7 + 27~ is compact. 
We now obtain a factorization 
x ’ 7-Y 
where g and h are operators. 
Let now D be a K-convex and bounded subset of X, then 
where v(dO) is rela’tively c-compact in 8~. 
Hence f(D) is relatively c-compact in Y which means that f E CF(X, Y). 
The space X is then semi-reflexive by proposition 13.d. In order to 
prove that X is quasi-normable we take a K-convex equicontinuous 
subset A of X’ (A can be supposed to have the form A = Us where 77 
is a zero-neighbourhood in X). 
Then we choose V such that the canonical mapping p: Xv + XU is 
compact. 
The transposed mapping ‘Y): XL --f X& is still compact ([9] prop. 14). 
This means that A =Z~(A) is K-convex, bounded and c-compact in X&. 
As VO is an equicontinuous subset of X’, the topology induced on A 
by Xi is weaker than that induced by X~O. Hence on A both topologies 
coincide ([5] 8 5 prop. 4). 
DEFINITION. A space X satisfying the equivalent conditions of propo- 
sition 14 will be called a Schwartz space. 
Immediately from proposition 14 it can be deduced that there are no 
infinite dimensional n.a. Banach spaces which are Schwartz spaces. 
Stability properties of Schwartz spaces can be deduced from propo- 
sition 14.~. just as in the archimedian theory. 
PROPOSITION 15. Consider the following statements : 
a. X is metrizable and semi-reflexive 
b. L( Y, X)=N( Y, X) for all n.a. Banach spaces Y 
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c. For every K-convex, closed and bounded subset A of Y there exists 
a K-convex, bounded subset B C A such that Yg is complete and that 
the canonical mapping 31: YA + YB is compact. 
d. Xi is a Schwartz space. 
Then we have 
i) a=+b 
ii) b-+c 
iii) a+- b =+ d. 
PROOF. 
a-b: Propositions 12.a. and 13.f. 
b =+- c: If A is choosen as indicated in b., then the injection I: XA --f X 
is nuclear by b. 
Hence there exist n.a. Banach spaces X1 and Xs and a factorization 
T 
1 
XA +X 
01 Y 
where a, y are operators an /3 is nuclear. 
Let S be the unit ball in X2. 
We then consider the space Xrcs,. 
The mapping y : X2 -+ X?(s) is continuous and onto. Hence it is open 
([12] Th. 3.19) and X,,(,Q is complete as a Hausdorff quotient space of Xa. 
It is now easy to see that we have an other factorization 
The mapping 
is injective since I and z are injective. 
Hence v is the canonical injection and ~1 is compact since p is. 
c +b: Suppose fEL(Y,X) and let S be the unit ball in Y. The set 
A=f(X) is K-convex, closed and bounded in X. 
We then take B as given by c. 
Since we have now a factorization 
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where all the arrows stand for operators and g is compact (or nuclear), 
the mapping f is also nuclear. 
a+b =-+d: We remark first that under the condition a. the space X 
is reflexive as well as its strong dual Xi. 
Then the proof is given by propositions 12.b. and 13.d. 
COROLLARY. The strong dual of a metrizable Schwartz space is a 
Schwartz space. 
VI. CONNECTION WITH GENERALIZED SEQUENCE SPACES 
Suppose A is a n.a. perfect sequence space (For the theory of n.a. 
perfect sequence spaces we refer to [4]). 
On A we consider the natural topology, which is determined by the 
n.a. seminorms : 
p&a) = m&x, lolnPnl, Lx= (an) E A, p= (&) E .A*. 
Let the topology of the space X be determined by the family 9 of 
n.a. semi-norms. 
The generalized sequence space A(X) is then defined by 
A(X) = ((x~)/x, E X and vp E A* : limn-tm bnzn = 0 in X}. 
On A(X) we define a locally K-convex topology by the family of n.a. 
semi-norms 
&3.,((Q) = maxn Wnl~4(~n)), P 6 A*, 4 E 9. 
REMARK. In the case A =cs and X is a n.a. Banach space then co(X) 
is the space of the sequences in X converging to zero, while the topology 
on co(X) is determined by the n.a. norm 
II(x = lnaxgl ll~4 
It was proved by SERRE in [9] that in this case 
co(X’) = C(X, co). 
Hence, since X and CO are n.a. Banach spaces, we also have 
c,(X’) = C(X, co) = CC(X, c(J) = CF(X, GO) =X’ cg co 
(see [9] and [5]). 
In the following propositions some of these properties will be generalized. 
PROPOSITION 16. The space A(X) is complete. 
PROOF. Let ((x~‘)} be a Cauchy-net in A(X). I.e. 
(*I V&,0, rpEA*, VqEP, As!-vo 
such that 
max, IPnlq(xnP -x~!)<E for all v, pu>v0. 
9 Indagationes 
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Hence, for every n (n fixed), {x~“} is a Cauchy net in X and thus converges 
to an element xn E X. 
Then from (*) we obtain : 
(**) maxn. I/3&(2,“--x,)<e for all Y>VO. 
l?urther we have that 
d/k4 G max (IPn14(xnvo), I/~&(x~“~ -h)). 
Hence by (**): 
which means that (x,) E n(X). 
Finally (**) proves that (x,) = lim, (xny) in A(X). 
PROPOSITION 17. Every element of ,4(X) is the limit of its sections. 
PROOF. If (xn) E A(%), then 
But 
Hence 
&((o, 0, . . . . 0, xk+l, xk+Z, ---))= ma%>k ~~n\q(Xn)- 
lim,, IBnl4W = 0. 
OX 
(xn) = limk- ((xl, x2, . . . , xk, 0, 0, . . .)) in A(x). 
PROPOSITION 18. ./i(x) g Lt 0 x. 
PROOF. We consider th.e linear mapping 
fp:A@X+A(X): 
As in the archimedian theory ([2] prop. 5.1) it can be proved that y 
is an bijection from rl @ X onto a dense subspace of cl(X) (Because 
of prop. 17). 
Hence, since rl(X) is complete (prop. 16) it is left to prove that the 
space ,4(X) induces on LI 8 X exactly the tensor product topology. 
This tensor product topology can be defined by n.a. semi-norms z@,~ 
(Be A*, qE9), as follows: 
If u = zcl & @ x6 then zD,,(2c) = inf (max, p&G). 4(x$)). 
Where the inf is taken over all the representations of U. 
We also can define, if U denotes the semi-ball corresponding to the 
n.a. semi-norm q, 
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In order to prove the proposition we shall prove that for all u E A @ X 
we have 
q%*(U) ~4%,(dU)) ~?&P(~)’ 
If u!= -& & @ xi, then 
43.,bW = m&h IP&(d~~) 
= m&h (I/M -q( z-l da)) 
c maxn (I&A - maxt (Ian%(s))) 
= mm (q(a)- maxn IdI I&J) 
= maxi q(x&q#). 
Hence, since the representation of u was arbitrary, 
&d?w -/fLaw 
On the other hand we have: 
PROPOSTTION 19. If X is a bornological space, then 
A(Xi) = cqx, A) = cqx, A). 
PROOF. 
a. Suppose f E CF(X, A). 
Then f is continuous and thus is the mapping 
f X----t A ph - K : x + f @) --f (f (x))k 
a continuous linear form on X. 
Hence there exists an element ah in X’ such that 
Ph O f(x) = (X, ah> 
and thus f can be written as 
f(x) = (<x, a?t>)lz. 
We now prove that the sequence (a,) is an element of A(Xi). 
Let B be a K-convex, bounded subset of X and let pB denote the 
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corresponding n.a. semi-norm on Xi. We take further 6 E A* and prove 
that 
lim,, l&&%3(&2) = 0. 
Since f(B) is K-convex, bounded and relatively c-compact in A, there 
exists in A an element y such that 
I.e. 
f(B) c w a41 prop. 1% 
But 
Hence 
lim,, yn&= 0, since y E A, S E A*. 
lim,,, p&h)/&1 = 0. 
b. Suppose f : X -+ A has the form 
f(x) = ((x, am>jn with (an) E A(&). 
Since X is bornological it is sufficient to prove that the image f(B) 
of any bounded, K-convex subset B of X is bounded and relatively 
c-compact in A (f is then automatically continuous). 
In order to do so we have to prove the existence of an element y E A 
such that f(D) C {y}^ ([4] prop. 15). 
We know that ([12] p. 251) there exists a real number Q> 1 such that 
for every integer r~ we can find in K an element yn with 1~~1 =Q”. 
Now ED is a real number and thus there exists rzl such that 
We take 76 E K such that j~+l =Q%. 
We then obtain for every /3 E A.* : 
lim,, Ii%14 = h+, (l16il(Ivil --PD(~) + IPilimW) 
< lim,, Ip~l(@%-@““-l)+o 
= (Q - 1) lim,, @\Q%-~ 
c (Q - 1) lim,, l/36/ -pi = 0. 
Hence y= (l/z) E A and obviously f(D) C (y}^. 
c. CF(X, A)=CC(X, A) by propositions 1 and 5. 
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